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Sometimes all you need is a good chair. No fancy colors, exciting 

design or quirky features, just a good chair.

Veloce is your answer. Available in black with choice between an 

upholstered or mesh back. Delivered flat packed or assembled.
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Backrest
Black outer shell, grey inner shell, supported by a 
aluminium backbone in polished finished. The back frame 
made by black polypropylene (100% recyclable)

Polyester Mesh
Provides elastic support, yet allowing ventilation for airly comfort.

Armrest
Come with 4-way armrest adjustable for height, width, depth and 

swivel angle. Armrest in black, of molded polyurethane with steel 

insert. 

Mechanism
Advanced Synchro mechanism provides Side Tilt tension control, multi-

position Tilt lock, and pneumatic seat height control. The movement 

of the seat and the backrest are coordinated and correspond to body 

movements. The tilt tension is infinitely variable and adjusts to body 

movement to prevent the feeling of falling backwards.

Base

Type of Upholstery
Seat and backrest covered with black fabric, or backrest covered 
with the mesh fabric for standard model.

Packaging dimensions
83 x 65 x 44 cm

Dimensions

695mm diameter diecast aluminium (100% recyclable 

in polished finish).
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